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Abstract--Cloud data auditing about data packets 

cloud as well as DO and users identity discloser

most focused concepts about cloud services. In this 

protocol and privacy of the DO and users has been

consideration which resulted into a method which 

availability of data once it gets on cloud, also use

effectively reduces the workload on servers also use o

tree (MHT) helps to reduce verification computati

Thus proposed method states the effective pe

maintaining the control on cloud data as well as preven

of users which may prevent the system from cyber atta
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the present digital era, cloud storage is widely us

organizations; on demand service of cloud serv

satisfies the demand for cloud services. But

concerns about data privacy and control must be 

Outsourcing and auditing the cloud data are the

are strongly under research [1].  Integrity of the da

cannot be effectively guaranteed  due  to  the  

reasons.  First,  due  to users lose control of dat

Computing, traditional cryptographic checking m

be directly used to protect data security. Therefor

of verifying the integrity of the data in the cloud beco

more challenging. Secondly, the cloud storage s

often faces both software and hardware failure, 

hide the fact of data errors for the benefit of their

not the least; it can also saving money or storage sp

Apart from such cloud related problems IP trace

effective solution to identify the sources of pack

the paths taken by the packets. For example, 

useful in defending against Internet DoS attack

maintenance is achieved using effective IP trace

time goes by, the fast-growing data volumes m

the sensors to store data due to their weak s

computing resources. It becomes a problem tha

these crowd-sensing data economically, as well as pe
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queries on it efficiently. Considering 

and low-cost usage of cloud storage

and individuals, i.e., data owners (DO

the cloud server.  

Thus, the users can get the information

cloud service provider (CSP) for sea

[4]. Many   applications   uses   coll

diverse devices via wireless networks

our daily life, the concept of Internet

lot of attention as a key technology, i

numerous “things” with sensors are   

to   networks,   and   data collected fr

for a wide variety of innovative indu

proposed methodology uses an 

contributes in global and sampling 

verification makes cloud data stora

method improves the performance 

without introducing extra communica

answer authentication scheme based

(MHT) helps to improve integrity of

maintaining autonomy of DO and us

focuses  on  auditing  cloud  servi

DO’s identity. Internal nodes of MH

root node are taken into consid

computation complexity could be si

best case. Thus to improve cloud serv

CSP and users proposed method focu

transfers  and  maintaining  the DO’s 
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at the client side. By exploiting some good att

bilinear group a simple and efficient audit serv

verification of untrusted and outsourced storage 

which can be  important  for  achieving  wide  spread  de

of cloud computing. Extensive security and perform

shows efficiency and security [2]. IP  trace-back  p

important  role  in  cyber investigation   processes

sources   and   the traversed paths of packets need to 

It has a wide range of applications, including netw

security  auditing,  network  fault  diagnosis,  and pe

testing. While this makes the trace-back service m

regulating access to trace-back service  in  a 

architecture  becomes  an important issue. Objectiv

illegitimate users from requesting trace-back in

malicious intention [3]. In cloud service over crowd

the data owner (DO) publishes the sensing data throu

server, so that the user can obtain the information

demand. But the cloud service providers (CS

untrustworthy. The privacy and security concerns em

authenticity of the query answer and the leaka

identity. To solve these issues, a cooperative que

authentication scheme, based on the ring signatur

hash tree (MHT) and the non- repudiable service p

repudiation protocol during the transmission of 

and verification object (VO) to protect trading beha

the CSP and users [4]. The concept of Internet of th

attracted attention as a 

key technology for realizing future industrial so

future society, numerous “things” with sensors are d

connected to networks, and data industrial applica

on data collection for location-based authentication 

application of industrial IoT. The authentication s

ambient information, which is collected from the

unique information at a certain place and a c

However, since the ambient information changes co

it is required to collect it in real time from multipo

point is to regulate the network performance for da

by considering the application requirements. Sin

location-based  authentication  system  can  be us

situations and has large expensively [5]. 

This paper introduces an efficient public audit

which helps to improve privacy of data owners t

theory is organizes as follows. Section I Introduct

II  discusses Background. Section III discusses pr

Section IV discusses existing scheme. Section V 

discusses scheme results. Section VI proposed met

VII includes outcome  result  possible.  Sec

Conclude  this review paper. Section IX discusses Fu
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VI.   EXISTING METHODOLOGY

           

4.1  An Efficient Public Auditing Protocol 

 

Proposed method improves cloud services 

Proposed protocol is less expensive both in perfo

auditing task and batch auditing tasks. verifying th

the data in the cloud becomes even more challengin

the  cloud  storage  service,  which  often  faces bo

and hardware failure, may decide to hide the 
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Fig. 3: Example of the system architecture
 
 
The  proposed  method  is  an  efficient  data 

method considering the requirements from the au
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IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
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VI. PROPOSED METHDOLOGY
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VII. OUTCOME AND POSSIBLE RESULT
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VIII. CONCLUSION
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